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SPECTROSCOPIC CONFIRMATION OF THREE SUSPECTED BY DraVARIABLESDALL, T.H.European Southern Observatory, Casilla 19001, Santiago 19, ChileThe BY Dra variables are late-type (G { M) over-ative stars, showing photometrivariability on time sales on the order of a few days. The variations are aused by stellarativity and surfae nonuniformities probably in the form of large spots being rotatedaross the stellar disk. In the 77th namelist of variable stars (Kazarovets et al. 2003)there are three stars suspeted of BY Dra type variability:V573Pup (SAO 154153, M0, V=8:m98) was disovered to be variable by Lebzelter &Posh (2001) with a period around 25 d. The authors were relutant to lassify it as aBY Dra type beause of its unusually high V � I amplitude ompared to V amplitude.HLCn (HD77191, G0, V = 8:m86) was presented as a solar twin by Lebzelter (2000),exept for the photometri variation with a 10 d period, whih were proposed to be dueto stellar surfae spots.GQLeo (GSC00870-00798, K4, V = 10:m7) is a known as an X-ray and EUV soure(e.g. Mason et al. 1995), and was found by Robb et al. (2001) to show photometrivariability with a period of 4.45 d. From the known X-ray and UV ux and the period,they argue that the star ould be a BY Dra type variable.We have obtained high-resolution (R � 48 000) spetra of the three stars using FEROSat the ESO/MPI-2.20m telesope at La Silla Observatory, Chile. Standard data redutionwas performed with MIDAS inluding bias and at�eld orretion, order extration andwavelength alibration. Flux alibration was performed using only one standard starobservation. The spetra have a FWHM resolution of 0.15�A and over the range 3800{9000�A.In Figs. 1 and 2 we show the spetra of V573 Pup and HL Cn around the Ca ii H+Klines. The spetrum of GQ Leo shows very strong emission in H+K and H� as shownin Fig. 3. As we show in Fig. 4, also the rest of the Balmer lines are in emission, andthe Ca ii triplet at �� 8498, 8542, 8662 have strong emission ores, revealing an extremelyative system, usually indiative of youth (e.g. Montes et al. 2001).Over-ative stars are often young and rapidly rotating. A ommonly used indiator ofyouth is the lithium doublet at 6707.8�A, whih, as shown in Fig. 5, we �nd to be learlypresent in GQ Leo and HL Cn , while the red spetrum of V573 Pup is dominated bystrong moleular absorption, typial for M-dwarfs.At this resolution the Li lines are blended with a Fe i line at 6707.41�A, and we measurethe ombined width to 95m�A for GQ Leo and 83m�A for HL Cn using the splot tool ofIRAF.For HL Cn we ould measure nine of the line ratios established by Kovtyukh etal. (2003) to determine the e�etive temperature, and we �nd Te� = 5765K� 92K.
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Figure 1. The Ca ii H+K lines of V573 Pup. Note the very strong self-absorption.

Figure 2. The Ca ii H+K lines of HL Cn. This is learly an overative star.

Figure 3. Ca ii and H� K of GQ Leo. This is obviously an extremely ative objet.
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Figure 4. The Balmer lines of GQ Leo have lear emission or emission �ll-in, while the Ca ii infraredtriplet have strong emission ores (�8542 falls partly in an inter-order gap and is not shown).

Figure 5. The region around the Li i line at 6707�A (position marked by the dashed line). The line ispresent in HL Cn and GQ Leo , while in V573 Pup the spetral region is dominated by moleularbands making interpretation diÆult.
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Hene the assessment of Lebzelter of HL Cn as a solar twin was indeed quite au-rate. For GQ Leo the satter is muh larger due to the low S/N spetrum, and we �ndTe� = 4370K� 300K, whih is onsistent with lassifying the star as a K4 dwarf, althoughthe temperature together with the youth indiates a somewhat later spetral type. SineV573 Pup is outside the valid range of the alibrations of Kovtyukh et al. we do not at-tempt to re�ne the lassi�ation. It is learly a M-star with strong moleular absorptionbands.In onlusion, we have shown that all three objets are ative late-type stars and wehave re�ned the lassi�ations for HL Cn and GQ Leo. Based on the emission properties,the youth and the spetral types we onlude that the three stars examined here anonsistently be lassi�ed as BY Dra variables.
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